A miniature contemporary art space where multiple shows and individual work can be tested, displayed, and documented. Our main aim is to inspire art students across disciplines to work towards developing large scale pieces with the possibility of needing less materials or time to complete work, significantly reducing waste.

Sustainable Development Goals
(Set forward by the United Nations (UN) in 2015) Included in the aims and objectives of this project

- Reducing significantly the amount of waste generated in the process of making art.
- Innovating miniature Infrastructures for a sustainable Art practice.
- Offering a model for Galleries making inclusion of SDGs in architectural choices.
- Promoting renewable energy using solar energy to power the gallery.
- Promoting inclusion of green spaces building green spaces around the gallery and on the roof.
- Making art installations accessible placing the gallery in different locations and documenting installations to be shared via social media bringing art to wider Edinburgh University community.

thebox.gallery
https://thebox.gallery